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Which statement is true?
 
 
A. SIL stands for Source Independent Load and is used to move the data from staging
tables to Data Warehouse. 
B. SIL stands for Source Independent Load and is used to move the data from source to
staging tables of Data Warehouse. 
C. SIL stands for Source Intensive Load and is used to move the data from staging tables
to Data Warehouse. 
D. SIL stands for Source Intensive Load and is used to move the data from source to
staging tables of Data Warehouse. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

The Out of the Box BI Applications reports that are included on the dashboards are role
based. How do you support these roles specifically in workflows?
 
 
A. Roles can be supported in workflows by using session variables as filter in permission
settings such as enabling access permissions for user groups and data security, defining
workflows by guided navigation and column behavior, dashboard links and conditional
guided navigation on dashboard sections. 
B. Roles can be supported in workflows only by enabling session variables in connection
pools. 
C. Roles can be supported in workflows entirely by defining dimensional hierarchies and
using the default drill functionality. 
D. Roles can be supported in workflows only by conditional formatting and using the
STYLE session variable. 
E. Roles can be supported in workflows by user groups, data security, and conditional
formatting. 
 

Answer: A

 

 

The webcat structure, along with various other presentation parameters are stored in:
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A. DBFeatures.ini 
B. Instanceconfig.xml 
C. NQSConfig.ini 
D. Repository File (.rpd) 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Which three calendar types are supported by BI Applications 7.9.6 release?
 
 
A. Enterprise 
B. 13 Period, 4-4-5 
C. Fiscal and Gregorian 
D. 15 Period 
 

Answer: A,B,C

 

 

During what phase does DAC calculate the sequence of the tasks listed under the selected
subject area?
 
 
A. when you 'synchronize" the tasks 
B. when you "generate parameters" for an execution plan 
C. when you "assemble" the subject area  
D. when you "build" the execution plan 
 

Answer: C

 

 

Which csv file contains grouping information of natural accounts?
 
 
A. file_group_acct_codes . csv 
B. file_group_acct_names.csv 
C. file_glacct_segment_config.csv 
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D. file_grpact fstmt.csv 
 

Answer: B

 

 

By default how many aging buckets are configured for Accounts Payable/Receivables
Aging reports?
 
 
A. One  
B. Two  
C. Three  
D. Four 
 

Answer: D

 

 

Some users need a new Critical Success Factor or Ratio based on a measure that is not
available. How would you help them in a way that is the least time consuming?
 
 
A. Start looking in the source database(s) for base elements. Next step would be to check
BTL if these are already mapped and available in the warehouse. If not, build new ETL,
register ETL and new warehouse objects in DAC and model in BI repository. If available,
build the new ratio in the Business Model and Mapping Layer, set available in the
presentation layer and test in Answers. 
B. Start looking for base elements in the physical layer in the repository. If available you
can directly build the ratio in the Business Model and Mapping Layer, set available for
querying in the presentation layer and test results in Answers. If not available, check the
warehouse tables and lastly the source tables. 
C. Directly start building SDE and SIL mappings to enhance the warehouse with extra
columns. Register the mappings and new warehouse objects in the DAC, run the ETL and
model in the BI repository. Test your work in Answers. 
D. Build a request in Answers based on the online BI Repository and create your new ratio
as a new column based on other columns. 
E. Build a request in Answers directly on the source data available to you and create the
new ratio as a new column in your report. 
 

Answer: A
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Which two Ports are checked while implementing Slowly Changing Dimension in Oracle BI
Application?
 
 
A. TYPE1_COLLS_DIFF 
B. SYSTEM_COLLS_DIFF 
C. TYPE2_COLLS_DIFF  
D. CHANGE_COLLS DIFF 
 

Answer: B,D

 

 

After you configured object and data security the user group representatives also express
their wish to change the workflow order in the Presentation Catalog available to them. How
would you do that?
 
 
A. Add new reports or reuse existing reports in Answers and modify the column navigation
behavior to define the workflow. Add the first report in the flow on a high-level dashboard
page. 
B. Add or modify guided navigation on a Dashboard page. The link should navigate to a
report in the workflow. 
C. Add or modify links on a Dashboard page. The link should navigate to a report in the
workflow. 
D. Answer A and B combined 
E. Answer A and C combined 
F. Answer A and E are both possibilities. 
 

Answer: B
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